Wake Forest Graduate Claims To Have Harnessed Power of Hydrogen Bomb

By Byron Kirk
The News Editor

A Wake Forest graduate, B. Stanley Pons, said that he has found the answer to the world's dependency on fossil fuel and pollution when he claimed to have harnessed the controlled power of the hydrogen bomb.

Pons, who was nominated for the Nobel Prize in chemistry, said that he stumbled on the job of law practice and education. He is a partner in a Little Rock, Ark., law firm, Sarah and Sons, and a professor at the University of Arkansas from 1976-81, and was on the faculty of the School of Law and the law school. Walsh said that he stumbled on the job of law practice and education. He is a partner in a Little Rock, Ark., law firm, Sarah and Sons, and a professor at the University of Arkansas from 1976-81, and was on the faculty of the School of Law and the law school. Walsh said that he stumbled on the job of law practice and education.

Pons' claims that they have harnessed the power of the hydrogen bomb. Pons, the chairman of the department of chemistry at the University of Utah, and Fleischman, of the University of California at Los Angeles, said that they have harnessed the power of the hydrogen bomb. Pons, the chairman of the department of chemistry at the University of Utah, and Fleischman, of the University of California at Los Angeles, said that they have harnessed the power of the hydrogen bomb.

They also claimed that the reaction occurred at room temperature. When the reaction takes place within a hydrogen bomb, a huge amount of energy is released because of extremely high temperature and pressure. Pons, the chairman of the department of chemistry at the University of Utah, and Fleischman, of the University of California at Los Angeles, said that they have harnessed the power of the hydrogen bomb.

Unfortunately, our search did not find any specific page numbers or section identifiers in this text. However, the content provided seems to discuss the development and potential implications of what is described as a hydrogen bomb harnessing technology. This technology claims to provide a practical and sustainable solution to the world's energy needs, potentially reducing the dependency on fossil fuels.

As such, the text might be referring to a specific technological advancement or discovery related to the harnessing of hydrogen bomb power for energy generation. It is important to note that such claims often raise significant scientific, ethical, and legal questions, and further verification from reliable sources would be necessary to confirm the accuracy of the information presented.
Springfield, the Student Union announces plans for Upcoming Spring Celebration.

"Blizzard of Backs," a game show that will offer participants an opportunity to win money, will be held Wednesday on Reynolds Hall at 8 p.m. A drawing for a $1,000 cash prize will be held on Tuesday.

The final round of the "Pajama Party" tournament will be held at 8 p.m. Thursday. The night ends with the video dance on Reynolds Hall from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

The work concludes with Saper Saturday. The department of military science is sponsoring the Gold Rush 5K Run, which will begin in front of the gym at 9 a.m. that day. Activities on Davis Field begin at noon. The bands for this spring have been chosen. The Willows and Gunpowder bands will perform on Thursday night at 8 p.m. in Reynolds Hall.
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Law Students Compete In National Tournament

The National Trial Team of Wake Forest was one of five Southern states to compete in the regional tournament in Dallas, Texas.

Law students Len Cohen, David Flowers and Ken Carlson advanced to the nationals after winning separate brackets at the regional level. The teams advanced to the nationals after winning the regional tournament in Raleigh. Universities from five Southern states competed there.

Robert Mills Chosen to Guide Wake Forest Capital Campaign

Robert D. Mills has been named assistant vice president and director of the capital campaign, effective July 1. William Nygren, vice president for university relations, said: "The 1990s campaign will be the largest, most comprehensive fund-raising effort in Wake Forest's history. Our goal is an additional $150 million for the capital campaign and to have Bob Mills coordinating the effort." The capital campaign includes a public kickoff in 1990 following campaign organization and lead gift solicitation. Academic departments are in the process of identifying needs, and priorities will be set in this fall.

Mills is a Mooresville native and graduate from Wake Forest in 1971. He received a B.A. in history. He joined the development staff in 1977 and was named director of the college fund in 1979. He was promoted to director of alumni activities in 1978 and was named assistant vice president in 1983. Mills received an MBA from the Babcock Graduate School of Management in 1988.

Mills serves on the Council for Advancement and Support of Education District Board of Trustees and recently completed a term on the CASB national committee on alumni activities.

Freddy's Back!

It's the longest nightmare yet...

Nightmare on Elm St. MARATHON

Saturday April 8 beginning at 7pm

Can you handle the nightmares? The longer you stay the less you pay.

Pay nothing when you come in!
If you leave after 1 film, pay $5.25.
Leave after Nightmare II and pay $3.50.
If you can make it through 3, pay only $1.75.
Live through the nightmare and it's free!

Bring your WFU ID!

Glenbow Gray
Doctor Joins Calif. Practice

The Gold and Black Staff Report

Barry T. Hackshaw, a cardiologist who helped to create and run the heart transplant program at the Baptist Hospital Medical Center, will leave in June to enter private practice in California, according to a recent article in the Winston-Salem Journal.

Hackshaw had considered a move for several months, the article said.

Henry S. Miller will take Hackshaw's role as co-director temporarily. His colleagues in cardiology will assume Hackshaw's work when he leaves, Miller said.

Many of them have worked closely with Hackshaw's patients, including the transplant patients, and have developed similar skills.

Hackshaw has worried recently about the future of the heart transplant program, the Journal reported. The medical center has had trouble getting enough donor hearts, and more insurance companies are limiting their payments for the surgery to larger programs. Last year the hospital performed only four transplants.

These concerns aside, a colleague said that Hackshaw is leaving because he wants to try something new.

Wake Forest has one of the few programs in the nation's top eight at a recent competition in Dallas, Texas.

Christie Ryan was on the third-year team at the regional level. Jim Hackshaw served as alternate to both teams.

These teams were judged on opening statements, direct and cross-examination of witnesses and closing arguments during a mock criminal case.

Almost There

Rah Rowe does his best for 2:25 in Tuesday's Quad 100, part of Greek Week 1989.

BRIEFLY

Security to Sponsor Seminar

University security is sponsoring a self-defense seminar in the student apartments house Thursday at 6:00 p.m. The program, called "Common Sense Self-Defense," will include instruction on how to prevent personal injury, property theft and any type of student may wish to attend.

Refreshments will be provided. The seminar is offering a priority status as a door prize.

Freshman Fair Planned

An activities fair will be held April 22 for new students. Organizations interested in participating in the fair should contact Meri Chaisson or Georgia Brown in the admissions office at 760-2520.

Collegium Readers Chosen

The dorm office announced this week the names of those selected to participate in the Senior Collegium. The following are finalists, in the colloquists' Kathy Hayden, Teresa Braun, Lisa Brown, William Hyder, vice. J.T. Pugh, Lisa Lofthus, John Clendenon, Patricia Menoise, Patrick Rice, Mark Star and Lisa Yager.

School Nominated for Award

The United Way has designated Wake Forest University a nominee for the 1988 Charlie Frank Bowen Award. The award is given to the employer group judged to have conducted the best employer solicitation program during the previous year's campaign for the United Way. Sara Lee Cake Products won this year's award.

Student Named Attorney General

Doug Chatham, a junior Wake Forest, was elected the attorney general of the North Carolina Student Legislature March 25 in Raleigh. Chatham beat opponents from N.C. State and U.N.C-Chapel Hill.

Students Volunteer Time, Money

Three hundred volunteers from Wake Forest donated three hours of their time to community service for the 1989 National Student Campaign Against Hunger.

Last year 277 students cleared parks and donated time to local relief agencies to collect $2,500 for charity. Over $600 has been raised so far this year. To make donations, interested parties should contact campus ministries.
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If you leave after 1 film, pay $5.25.
Leave after Nightmare II and pay $3.50.
If you can make it through 3, pay only $1.75.
Live through the nightmare and it's free!

Bring your WFU ID!
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Although Wake Forest has no quota for North Carolina residents, said. They will make up about 35 percent of the freshman class. Residency will be no charge and the wall will be dedicated to the "mid-range of the applicant pool," who "will score in the same range as the rest of the class for several reasons," Speas said. "They have a segment designated for children of alumni. Student athletes, for example, have a segment designated for them.
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SANDWICHES

BAGELS

CREAM CHEESE

TONS O' LOX

EARTH! FRESH!

BEGINS MONDAY APRIL 10TH

AVAILABLE IN THE PIT!!

On the Porch

College Book Store

George's Junk Sale

ASSORTED ITEMS: LOW-LOW PRICES

Values-Values

On Sale until April 10th

One Week Only

University Stores "On the Campus." Owned and operated by the university for the convenience of the faculty, students, and staff.
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Poland Legalizes Solidarity

WARSAW, Poland — An agreement restoring some of the civil liberties that were stripped away by the Communist regime before an announcement was made. "My grandmother called and said we should save the papers after the demonstration, we were going to the protest. Fleishman and Pons said that no one should make the same mistake again.
By Becky Lautz

Pizza, Frat Parties, Studying, Beer, Doughnuts. All Part of . . .

LATE NIGHT

"The students usually gather up in a corner and throw papers at each other," Jennifer said. "But others sit by themselves and study."

Many students simply enjoy staying in their dorms, apartments and houses at night. "I have a lot of my own apartment so I can go down there a lot because it's nice to stay in," senior Mike Lamphier said.

"I love coffee," said "and this time of year," senior Jennifer Barrett was her time. "I just watch TV. I don't do anything exciting."

By Rocky Lawns

By Rocky Lawns

Pizza as's on Monday, the O'pit on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, and the
Leuker Room on Wednesday.
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Parking and traffic at Wake Forest are recurrent problems. Student parking on south campus is a prime example. With an average of 20,000 homicides a year in the United States alone, the importance of human life is a serious concern to all. When a person is convicted of murder, and about 250 are sentenced to death—nearly half of which are for first-degree murder—these people face a harsh reality. The death penalty is a lottery for its victims, but the public's perception of it is often a false one. It is often an acceptable, justifiable method of dealing with crime. We must understand the consequences of our actions. We can have the desire to understand.
Management Must Explain

Clean Concrete Is Not Benefit to Students

The other day I was rudely awakened by a high-pitched noise outside. My window looked out onto the parking lot of the Physical Plant (no longer a parking lot), and I was startled to see a group of people physically altering the campus. While I might have thought this was just the routine maintenance that goes on daily, it was in fact the time to give credit where credit is due.

I approached the group and asked why they were performing these activities. They explained that they were working on a new project to beautify the campus. The project was to involve the installation of new lighting fixtures, landscaping, and other enhancements to improve the overall appearance of the campus.

I was impressed with the group's dedication and hard work. They were working in unison, each person focused on their specific task, and the campus looked noticeably better as they progressed.

Let me put it in a business perspective. One day I was up trying to call down a friend because he honestly didn't know where to go next. The friend was located on the same floor and in the same building, but he couldn't find him. He told me that he was really busy and couldn't be interrupted. I explained that this was the time to give credit where credit is due and that it's important to recognize the efforts of others. This way, the campus would look better and everyone would be more productive.

I am convinced that giving credit where credit is due is good for the overall success of the campus. Let's all strive to give credit where credit is due and make the campus a better place for everyone.

J.D. Fogel
Letter to the Editor

Broyles Sidesteps Underlying Issues

A sociology Professor Broyles’ Davison has been in the news recently due to two underlying issues. First, there was the controversy over the suspension of Jonathan J. Broyles from the student government election. The second issue is the question of whether or not the student government is functioning as intended.

I think that Professor Broyles’ Davison has been unfairly treated. He is a respected member of the faculty and has a good reputation among his peers. I don’t think that he should be punished with a suspension for a minor infraction.

On the other hand, I do think that the student government has been functioning poorly. There have been many instances of unethical behavior and corruption. I think that there should be an investigation into the workings of the student government to ensure that it is functioning in a transparent and accountable manner.

I hope that Professor Broyles’ Davison will continue to teach at Wake Forest University and that the student government will improve its operations in the future.

J. H. McEwen
Associate Professor

WCU Has Winning Performances

This week the prestigious Academy Awards brought a flurry of attention to the performance of Wake Forest University’s student government. The student government has been chosen to represent the university at the Academy Awards, and this is a great honor for our college. The student government has been working hard to prepare for the event and is excited to represent Wake Forest University.

In addition, Wake Forest University has been chosen to host the prestigious Academy Awards ceremony. This is a major honor for the university and a testament to the hard work of our students.

I am proud of our students, and I am confident that they will represent Wake Forest University with pride and honor at the Academy Awards.

Jennifer Sladowska
Student Columnist

Edington Responds to Disqualification from SG Election, Says Constitution Is Ambiguous

On Mon., March 20 at midnight, I returned from a meeting with the student government to clear up some confusion about the recent disqualification of Mr. Edington from the student government election. According to his statement, he was disqualified due to a technicality in the election rules.

I disagree with this decision. I believe that the election rules should be clear and straightforward. Mr. Edington did not violate any rules, and he should have been allowed to run for office.

I think that the election process needs to be improved. There should be clearer guidelines and more transparency. I hope that the student government will work to fix these issues in the future.

Meg Edington
Letter to the Editor

WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS

Honor Council, Judicial Board & Student Budget Advisory Board

Petitions currently available in the SG office

Elections to be held April 18
Contact the SG office for more information.
## Wake Forest Defeats Davidson

**By Bob Esther**

The Wake Forest men's tennis team improved its record to 9-2 this season with a 4-0 victory over Davidson in the first match of the three-match weekend at the Wake Forest Tennis Stadium yesterday.

The Demon Deacons' two singles matches were won by senior Tony Molinelli and Junior Wally Harris. The seniors swept the doubles matches.

The Demon Deacons won the match by a score of 4-0, and defeated the in-state school for the first time in the ACC.
Payne would be the next choice, at South Carolina; he was the New Coach formerly was the head coach at East Carolina from 1979-1982 and an are looking at are already familiar team yesterday to assure them that

• LifeSavers 4+1 Tourney to Be Held at the varsity tennis courts.

Savers4-Plus-1 Tennis Tournament Saturday and Sunday. Tickets can also

Memorial Coliseum at 7:30 p.m. The

A special dedication ceremony of the varsity courts, in

Danny Ferry heads the list of players

be featured in the

Reserve Officers' Training Corps

Navy ROTC

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.

At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll learn what it takes to succeed— in college and in life.

• You'll build self-confidence and develop leadership potential. Plus you can also qualify to be an Army Officer, commission as a 2nd lieutenant and

Armed Forces Reserve Officer Training Corps

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For more info call Capt. Marquardt, 761-5546

An Evening with KENNY G

Friday, April 21 8 p.m. Wait Chapel Wake Forest University Reservation Seating: $18.00 $14.00 Students with ID ($14.00)

Tickets available at:
W.F.U. Student Union Reznick’s Paradise Music— Thruway Shopping Center — 6-10 p.m.

School Kids Records & Tapes — Greensboro and Kernersville presented by Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity of Wake Forest University and Maxx Productions, Inc.

INTERNSHIPS

LONDON

Accounting—Business Administration—Human Health Services

Journalism—Communication—Web Programming—Arts—Politics

PUBLIC RELATIONS


WASHINGTON

Politics—Business/Economics—Phil Law—International Relations Journalism—Communication—Health Policy—The Arts

All summer internship programs include on-and off-campus semester living arrangements, full tuition payment, room and board, travel, and individual placements for virtually every academic department. For more information contact your campus internship coordinator or	

Old Gold and Black

An Evening for Alumni and Friends—April 7, 1989

Demon Deacons Defeat Tigers, Take Second Place in the ACC

By Paul Singleton

Old Gold and Black Sports

The Wake Forest women’s tennis team, after losing two matches earlier in the week, took a close win over a tough Clemson team Wednesday. The victory over Clemson raised Wake Forest’s ACC record to 4-2, good enough for second place in the conference.

The team’s overall record is 12-3.

In the away match against Clemson, Wake Forest pulled out a 4-2 victory.

Coach Lee Gerness said: “Clemson was a good win. With it, we moved up to second place in the ACC. It was very pleasing to see the top three players win against strong players. Karin Dallwitz also played an exceptional match.”

Angelique Lodewyks won both the first set and first doubles over the Tigers.

The Lady Deacons suffered a 5-1 defeat against Ten

sion on Sunday.

“Angelique Lodewyks played a great match against Laurie Jackson in the number-three doubles, number-five singles, and number-six singles,” said Coach Lee Gerness.

Karin Dallwitz won number-two singles, winning her match in good form. Karin Dallwitz had to keep playing the same players,” said Coach Lee Gerness.

“Angelique Lodewyks played a great match against Laurie Jackson in the number-three doubles, number-five singles, and number-six singles,” said Coach Lee Gerness.

Wake Forest went on to win the conference game, 4-2, and we knew we had a good shot at winning. The number-one doubles team of Querry and Gallwas won to give us the third set. We had their chances to win in the second set, missing three match points and losing in the tiebreaker, but both played very strong tes,” said Coach Lee Gerness.

Karin Dallwitz was defeated in three sets by Wendy Ouwendijk, 2-6, 7-5, 6-2. Beatrice Querry won an easy 6-3, 6-2 decision over Diana Gellin. Laurie Jackson also won in straight sets, 6-1, 6-2, over Julie Davis.

Lisa Partnership had to win the match, in her absence, Kam-Culter played number-four singles, losing her match 6-4, 6-2 to Laurie Sloan. Dallwitz won 6-3, 6-2 over Alice Wait, while Emily Ransburg lost to Terri Lynn 6-1, 6-4.

Gerness said: “The team was both mentally and physically tired, after the two matches earlier in the week and two matches earlier this week.”

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For more info call Capt. Marquardt, 761-5546
**Colonial Relays**

**Relay Team Competes With Strength**

By Matt Smith  
Sports Editor

The Wake Forest men's track team competed against 90 teams last weekend in the Colonial Relays in Williamsburg, Va., and Raleigh Draper.

"We again received some very strong performances," said John Goodridge, Wake Forest's head track coach.

Senior Chris Pfohl is on his way to hitting a triple as the Biancalanas defeat Strike 3, 15-8, in intramural softball action.

**Golf**

From Page 8

Senior Tim Strahm placed 25th, shooting a 224 which included a 74.

**Tennis**

From Page 8

Dwight won a great interbreaker as the third set to help us to the victory," he said.

Playing at the number-three singles position, Dilworth defeated [NAME] 4-6, 6-4, 7-6.

The Demon Deacons sprint medley relay team won the classified section with a time of 3:36.

The team finished with an overall time of 9:33.2 to claim the victory.

"We had very competitive efforts from each member of the distance relay medley. We had two competitive legs by Wimbush in the 400 meters and Powell in the mile," Goodridge said.

Winbush had a time of 58.1 in the 400-meter leg, and Powell posted a time of 5:10.4 in the mile. "She is primarily running the 400 and 800 meters. We are very encouraged by her efforts," Goodridge said.

"We had very competitive legs by Wimbush in the 400 meters and Powell in the mile," Goodridge said.

"We again received some very strong performances," said John Goodridge, Wake Forest's head track coach.

Crisp had two strong relay performances in the mile, with a time of 2:09.04. "Susan Crisp continues to run strong, and her comeback continues to make progress," Goodridge said.

The Demon Deacons' next meet will be the Duke Invitational in Durham April 6.

"We had very competitive efforts from each member of the distance relay medley. We had two competitive legs by Wimbush in the 400 meters and Powell in the mile," Goodridge said.

Winbush had a time of 58.1 in the 400-meter leg, and Powell posted a time of 5:10.4 in the mile. "She is primarily running the 400 and 800 meters. We are very encouraged by her efforts," Goodridge said.

Winbush had a time of 58.1 in the 400-meter leg, and Powell posted a time of 5:10.4 in the mile. "She is primarily running the 400 and 800 meters. We are very encouraged by her efforts," Goodridge said.

Winbush had a time of 58.1 in the 400-meter leg, and Powell posted a time of 5:10.4 in the mile. "She is primarily running the 400 and 800 meters. We are very encouraged by her efforts," Goodridge said.

Winbush had a time of 58.1 in the 400-meter leg, and Powell posted a time of 5:10.4 in the mile. "She is primarily running the 400 and 800 meters. We are very encouraged by her efforts," Goodridge said.

Winbush had a time of 58.1 in the 400-meter leg, and Powell posted a time of 5:10.4 in the mile. "She is primarily running the 400 and 800 meters. We are very encouraged by her efforts," Goodridge said.
Yazzoo City Plays Good, Solid Rock 'n' Roll for Fun, Not Money

By Christine Berg

There is a new beginning that has brought happiness to Yazzoo City.

With a name like Yazzoo City, you know a band has to be a little bit crazy. The band's brothers, Brian Gorelick and his younger sister, Paula, began their musical training as children. Gorelick said that their mother felt that music was necessary and beneficial for all her children and that they would learn to play music.

The band consists of the Gorelick brothers — Brian, the drummer, and Paula, the guitarist and lead vocalist — and their younger sister, Paula, the guitarist and lead vocalist. The band has a solid rock 'n' roll sound and is known for its charismatic and entertaining performances.

The band's name, Yazzoo City, was chosen by none of them have ever visited the city. They chose the name for its unique and catchy sound.

The band performs at various events and venues across the city, including local bars, clubs, and private parties. Their music ranges from classic rock to contemporary hits, and they are known for their dynamic stage presence and engaging personalities.

The band has gained popularity among the local music scene and has become a favorite among fans who appreciate good music and a fun atmosphere. With their solid rock 'n' roll sound and energetic performances, Yazzoo City is a band that should not be missed.
Yazoo City
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"When me records," he said. "involved in law or law school, they often have difficulty finding practice time."

Besides law school and playing music at fraternity, clubs and parties, there is not much room for other activities. Although Gunter said that he enjoys intramural sports and "plays as dirty as possible."

For the main part of Yazoo City, as agreed upon by the members, is to have a good time. Gunter expressed his philosophy: "If you think you've had enough, you're probably wrong."

So if you are in the mood to just have a good time and dance to some "good-old-school '80's," Yazoo City is the place to be and the band to hear.

"We play for our friends and for ourselves." Gordon expressed his philosophy: "The other people are just there to fill the dance floor."

"If you're ever at a party in Yazoo City, just come down and you'll find out."

John Doe University
By Scott Williams

Brian Higgenbothem Surprises the "Freshman 15."